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Dear Mr. Heim; 

 

We received your letter addressed to ConocoPhillips Chairman and CEO Ryan Lance 

sharing your perspectives on the risks and opportunities associated with fugitive methane 

emissions and emerging regulations, and I am responding on his behalf. 

 

We take climate change very seriously and have been clear that ‘ConocoPhillips 

recognizes that human activity, including the burning of fossil fuels, is contributing to 

increased concentrations of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere that can lead to adverse 

changes in global climate. While uncertainties remain over the extent of human 

contributions and the timing and magnitude of future impacts, we are committed to 

taking action.’ These are not just words for us.  Our emission reduction activities have 

averaged more than one million metric tons of avoided carbon dioxide emissions per 

year since we introduced our first Climate Change Action Plan in 2008. In total, we 

reduced our emissions by 6.2 million metric tonnes of CO2 equivalent at the end of 

2014, keeping our emissions effectively flat at 26.9 million metric tonnes. 

 
Methane management is a key aspect of this emission reduction program.   In 2000, we 

joined the United States Environmental Protection Agency's Natural Gas Star program, a 

voluntary partnership that works cooperatively to reduce natural gas leakage.  We were 

one of the first companies to apply technology to reduce natural gas emissions when 

completing shale gas wells. Since 2007, ConocoPhillips "green completions" have 

captured over 9 BCF of natural gas that would have been released or flared.  In 2008, we 

implemented a Climate Change Action Plan with goals to reduce venting and flaring of 

natural gas, and to share best practices across the company. We publicly track our  

progress against the plan on ConocoPhillips.com.  From 2009 - 2012, we reduced or 

avoided over 900,000 metric tons of CO2(e) per year through projects which reduced  

fugitive losses.  In 2013, we updated our Action Plan to make the venting and flaring of 
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natural gas one of the continuing key focus areas.  In 2014, ConocoPhillips completed 

emission reduction projects which resulted in a 12% decrease in methane losses 

company-wide compared with 2013.  This result centered on work completed in our San 

Juan asset, where we achieved a 59% reduction in methane fugitives from pneumatic 

devices and a 66% reduction in losses from liquid unloading well operations.   These 

actions to reduce methane fugitives were voluntary and demonstrate our commitment to 

actively address this issue.   Our results have been both environmentally and 

economically beneficial. You can find additional details of our approach and progress to 

manage methane emissions on ConocoPhillips and “Power in Cooperation” websites, 

including our global climate change position,  SD Report “Understanding footprint” 

section, Corporate HSE data table, and Methane emissions – San Juan emission  

reductions .   Also in 2014, ConocoPhillips, along with industry partners, participated in 

the second phase of an important University of Texas study to better quantify methane 

emissions from liquids unloading and pneumatics devices. This scientific peer-reviewed 

study will be discussed in our analysis of methane loss research to be posted to our SD 

Report next month. 

 

Managing methane emissions is a key component of the commitments we make in our 

Global Onshore Well Management Principles: 

 

• Evaluate and implement techniques to capture gases emitted during well 

completion (green completions). 

 

• Flare gases that are not able to be captured during completion, unless safety, 

environmental or other conditions require the gases to be vented. 

 

• Strive to implement technologies and use equipment that reduces emissions 

during production operations. 

 

• Monitor emissions from our facilities with sensory observation (sight, sound, 

smell) and/or infrared technology to detect equipment leaks and repair/replace 

equipment as necessary. 

 

• Volunteer to participate in industry and government initiatives aimed at reducing 

air emissions from well operations. 

 
The full list of these onshore well management principles can be found on our “Power in  

Cooperation” website. These principles are part of our standards and guidelines which 

inform all of our operations, and our performance against them is part of our management  

systems and audits. 
 

Our reporting related to hydraulic fracturing also demonstrates our commitment to 

environmentally safe operations.   To address stakeholder questions on this subject, 

including specific questions from “Disclosing the Facts”, we have prepared a response in 

the “common questions” section of our SD Report titled, “Can hydraulic fracturing be  

done safely?”.   In this response, we discuss hydraulic fracturing from air, water, land 

footprint and community perspectives. 
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Regarding the USEPA rulemaking process to further regulate methane emissions, we are 

actively working through our industry trade association to provide public comment. We 

believe this approach is the most efficient way to share our ideas for achieving the 

desired methane reduction and promoting a practical, cost-effective implementation. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss more about methane reduction with you in our 

conference call on Wednesday, November 4 at 1:00 pm (CST). During this call, we 

appreciated hearing your perspective and questions and sharing with you our company’s  

actions to reduce methane emissions. That presentation and our evaluation of recent  

research to quantify methane supply chain losses are now both available online in our 

Sustainable Development Report’s common question titled “does natural gas reduce  

greenhouse emissions”. 
 

As we did on the phone, I’m also pleased to “introduce” Dana Sigalos, at  

dana.sigalos@cop.com, who is now Director, Stakeholder Engagement and Social 

Responsibility for our Sustainable Development team at ConocoPhillips. Dana is a very 

senior stakeholder specialist with US and international experience across a wide range of 

topics, most recently as Manager of our US business unit stakeholder relations group. 

Please feel free to reach out to me or to her for further discussion or when needed in the 

future. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Sabrina Watkins 
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